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Abstract 

Animal movement is controlled by motor neurons (MNs), which project out of the central nervous system to activate muscles. 

Because individual muscles may be used in many different behaviors, MN activity must be flexibly coordinated by dedicated 

premotor circuitry, the organization of which remains largely unknown. Here, we use comprehensive reconstruction of neuron 

anatomy and synaptic connectivity from volumetric electron microscopy (i.e., connectomics) to analyze the wiring logic of motor 

circuits controlling the Drosophila leg and wing. We find that both leg and wing premotor networks are organized into modules 

that link MNs innervating muscles with related functions. However, the connectivity patterns within leg and wing motor modules 

are distinct. Leg premotor neurons exhibit proportional gradients of synaptic input onto MNs within each module, revealing a novel 

circuit basis for hierarchical MN recruitment. In comparison, wing premotor neurons lack proportional synaptic connectivity, 

which may allow muscles to be recruited in different combinations or with different relative timing. By comparing the architecture 

of distinct limb motor control systems within the same animal, we identify common principles of premotor network organization 

and specializations that reflect the unique biomechanical constraints and evolutionary origins of leg and wing motor control.  

 

Introduction 

All motor behaviors, from the simplest postural reflexes to complex locomotor navigation, are produced by patterns of electrical 

activity in motor neurons (MNs), which project axons from the central nervous system to excite muscles (Sherrington, 1906). A 

single MN and its target muscle fibers comprise a motor unit. Because animal bodies are controlled by large numbers of motor 

units with overlapping functions, many behavioral tasks can be accomplished using different combinations of motor unit activation. 

How the nervous system selects one pattern of motor unit activation among the many possible options has been referred to as the 

“degrees of freedom problem” (Bernshteĭn, 1967). The degrees of freedom problem is particularly acute for limb motor control 

systems that involve coordination of multiple joints (Hug et al., 2023). Previous work has used analysis of limb biomechanics, 

movement kinematics, and electrophysiological recordings to identify patterns of motor unit coordination (Lobato-Rios et al., 

2022; Marshall et al., 2022; Ting and Macpherson, 2005). However, the space of possible motor unit activations is ultimately 

constrained by the anatomy and connectivity of premotor neural circuits (Hodson-Tole and Wakeling, 2009). Thus, determining 

the wiring logic of premotor circuits would provide fundamental insight into how nervous systems flexibly coordinate motor units 

to accomplish diverse motor tasks. 

mailto:tuthill@uw.edu
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Recent progress in volumetric electron microscopy and image segmentation has made it possible to reconstruct complete wiring 

diagrams from small nervous systems. Connectomes now exist for the nematode C. elegans (Cook et al., 2019) and the larval fruit 

fly, Drosophila (Ohyama et al., 2015; Winding et al., 2022). Analysis of these datasets, combined with behavior and calcium 

imaging, have provided insight into motor control of peristaltic locomotion (Wen et al., 2012; Zarin et al., 2019). However, less is 

known about premotor circuits controlling limbed locomotion, in part because there does not yet exist a premotor connectivity map 

in any limbed animal. 

Here, we apply connectomics to reconstruct and analyze leg and wing premotor circuits of adult Drosophila. The nervous system 

of the adult fly has about 15 times as many neurons as the larva (Winding et al., 2023; Zheng et al., 2018), but adult flies still have 

at least 100 times fewer MNs than limbed vertebrates like cats (Kernell, 2006). Each MN in the fly is anatomically and genetically 

identifiable across individuals, making it possible to systematically analyze the anatomy, physiology, and behavioral function of 

individual cells (Azevedo et al., 2020), including their synaptic partners within the central nervous system (Figure 1A) and muscle 

targets in the periphery (Figure 1B). 

Flies use their six legs for many behaviors including walking, grooming, aggression, and courtship (Tuthill and Wilson, 2016). 

Each leg has five segments and five joints (Figure 1C). The position of the fly’s tarsus is specified by seven mechanical degrees 

of freedom (three at the most proximal joint and one at each other joint (Lobato-Rios et al., 2022)). Eighteen distinct muscles 

actuate the leg joints, each innervated by between 1 and 10 MNs (Azevedo et al., 2022). The fly’s front leg is innervated by a total 

of up to 70 MNs (Azevedo et al., 2022; Phelps et al., 2021). In many animals, MNs controlling the same joint typically fire in a 

stereotyped order, or recruitment hierarchy, to increase muscle force (Gabriel et al., 2003; Henneman et al., 1965; Hill and Cattaert, 

2008; Marshall et al., 2022; McLean and Dougherty, 2015; Milner-Brown et al., 1973; Sasaki and Burrows, 1998). However, the 

architecture of premotor circuits that underlie the MN recruitment hierarchy have remained a mystery since the phenomenon was 

first observed in cats over 60 years ago (Henneman, 1957). 

While motor control of the fly leg has many striking similarities to other limbed animals, several features of the flight motor system 

are unique to the order Diptera. In particular, flies have evolved additional flight control muscles that insert directly on sclerites, 

tiny thickened mechanical components within the animal’s wing hinge, thus providing a capacity for motor precision that exceeds 

that of other insects (Hörnschemeyer, 2002; Miyan and Ewing, 1985). The fly wing motor system is also evolutionarily distinct 

from the leg motor system and has a unique biomechanical and neuromuscular organization. Drosophila beat their wings at ~220 

Hz, faster than most muscles can contract while still generating sufficient power for flight. To overcome this obstacle, flies have 

two morphologically and physiologically distinct sets of muscles. The first set, the power muscles, span the entire thorax and power 

the wingstroke. As in several other groups of insects (Dudley, 2000), the neural control of the power muscles is asynchronous. 

Instead of a MN action potential directly triggering muscle contraction, contraction of one set of stretch-activated power muscles 

triggers contraction of the other set, causing the thorax to oscillate (Pringle, 1949). The second set of muscles directly control the 

wing for steering (Dickinson and Tu, 1997). There are no muscles within the fly wing itself, rather the 12 steering muscles reside 

in the thorax and attach to four sclerites within the hinge (Boettiger and Furshpan, 1952; Miyan and Ewing, 1985; Williams and 

Williams, 1943). Some of the steering muscles share a tendon, but others attach at different points on the same sclerite, resulting 

in multiple degrees of freedom for a single joint. Finally, there is also a third set of tension muscles that modify thorax stiffness 

(Nachtigall and Wilson, 1967; Pringle, 1957). Altogether, these flight-related muscles are innervated by 30 uniquely identifiable 

MNs per side (Azevedo et al., 2022; Phelps et al., 2021). Although past work has revealed mechanisms of flight motor control at 

the level of muscles and MNs (Balint and Dickinson, 2001; Dickinson et al., 1993; Heide, 1983, 1975; Lehmann and Bartussek, 

2017; Lindsay et al., 2017; O’Sullivan et al., 2018; Whitehead et al., 2022), comparatively little is known about wing premotor 

circuits that control flight and other wing-related behaviors. 

Leg and wing premotor circuits in the fly are both contained within the ventral nerve cord (VNC), which functions like the 

vertebrate spinal cord to move the limbs and process mechanosensory feedback (Court et al., 2020). In a companion paper (Azevedo 

et al., 2022), we applied deep learning methods for neuron segmentation and synapse prediction to an electron microscopy volume 

of an adult female Drosophila VNC (Phelps et al., 2021) (Figure 1A). We then combined genetic tools and x-ray tomography to 

determine the muscle innervation of leg and wing MNs in the connectome (Figure 1B). Here, we leverage those tools to reconstruct 

and analyze leg and wing premotor neural circuits. The existence of two biomechanically distinct locomotor systems within the 

same animal provides a unique opportunity to identify general and specialized properties of premotor circuit organization.  
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Figure 1. Reconstruction of synaptic inputs to identified leg and wing MNs in Drosophila. (A) Automated neuron segmentation and synapse 
prediction in a serial-section electron microscopy volume of an adult female VNC. The VNC contains the MNs for controlling the leg (left, N = 69 
MNs) and the wing (right, N = 30 MNs). Predicted synapses are marked in the EM image: yellow dots denote presynaptic sites; red dots denote 
postsynaptic sites. (B) The muscle innervation pattern of each MN was determined by combining EM reconstruction with x-ray tomography of the leg 
(bottom panels) and genetic driver lines (Azevedo et al., 2022). (C) Schematic of the 18 muscles controlling the front leg. (D) Flight musculature, 
separated according to muscle physiology and/or tendon insertion anatomy. (E) Reconstructed MNs that extend and flex the tibia. (F) Reconstructed 
wing MNs. (G) Leg MN input synapses scale linearly with MN surface area (r=0.95, p<10-34, slope of 0.34 synapses/μm2). (H) MN input synapses vs. 
MN surface area for DLM MNs (dark green) and DVM MNs (light green, slope=0.15 synapses/μm2, r=0.95, p<10-5), and for tension MNs (slope=0.38 
synapses/μm2, r=0.91, p=0.01). (I) MN input synapses vs. MN surface area for wing steering MNs (slope=0.21, r=0.83, p<10-3, excluding the enormous 
b1 neuron). 

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_extend_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_flex_A_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_DLM_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_DVM_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_tension_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steering_A.json
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Results 

Using software for collaborative proofreading and visualization of the segmented EM dataset (see Methods), we reconstructed the 

anatomy and synaptic connectivity of all premotor neurons (preMNs) that synapse onto motor neurons (MNs) controlling a fly leg 

and wing. The resulting leg premotor connectome consists of 69 MNs that receive 220,747 synapses from 1,411 preMNs, whereas 

the wing premotor connectome consists of 30 wing and thorax MNs that receive 151,030 synapses from 1,787 preMNs. MNs have 

tortuous dendritic arbors and are among the largest cell bodies in the Drosophila nervous system (Figure 1E-F). On average, each 

MN receives 3,883 input synapses from 256 preMNs and each preMN synapses onto 5 MNs (using a 3 synapse threshold; Extended 

Data Figure 1).  

In all limbed animals studied to date, including insects, MN soma size is correlated with the number and physiology of the muscle 

fibers within its motor unit and with the amount of force the motor unit produces (Burrows, 1996; Cullheim, 1978; Hill and Cattaert, 

2008; Hoyle, 1983; Kernell, 2006; Mcphedran et al., 1965; Monster and Chan, 1977; Wuerker et al., 1965). Unlike in vertebrates, 

the soma of insect MNs do not typically receive synaptic input and thus do not serve an important role in neural processing. 

Nonetheless, when we measured the volume and surface area of leg and wing MNs, not including the portions beyond which their 

axons were cut in the nerve, we found that leg and wing MN size varied significantly, even for MNs controlling the same joint 

(Extended Data Figure 1). This variation in MN size is consistent with prior work in other species (Cullheim et al., 1987; Kernell 

and Zwaagstra, 1989). However, it has not previously been possible to determine how MN size is related to the number of synapses 

it receives from preMNs. 

For leg MNs, we found that the total number of input synapses is highly correlated with MN surface area (r=0.94, p<10-33); larger 

leg MNs receive more synapses, with a slope of 0.45 synapses/μm2 (Figure 1G). This is approximately 3X more synapses per unit 

area than reported for vertebrate MNs (Örnung et al., 1998). MNs that innervate wing power muscles also feature a correlated 

gradient between synapse number and MN surface area (slope=0.24 synapses/μm2, r=0.98, p<10-7), as do tension MNs (slope=0.49 

synapses/μm2, r=0.84, p=0.07) (Figure 1H) and steering MNs, so long as the b1 MN is excluded (slope=0.21, r=0.83, p<10-3) 

(Figure 1D, I). Thus, we observed consistent correlations between cellular size and synaptic input strength across both leg and wing 

MNs. 

Local neurons make up the majority of the premotor connectome for both walking and flight. 

Motor neurons receive synaptic input from several different classes of premotor neurons (preMNs), including local interneurons and 

descending neurons from the brain. Apart from C. elegans and larval Drosophila (Cook et al., 2019; Winding et al., 2022; Zarin et 

al., 2019), both crawling animals, it has not previously been possible to measure the proportion of synaptic input from different 

preMN classes. To compare sources of premotor synaptic input to leg and wing MNs, we classified preMNs into five morphological 

classes: descending, sensory, ascending, intersegmental, and local neurons (Figure 2A-C, see Methods). We then plotted the full 

connectivity matrices of all preMNs (rows) onto MNs (columns), sorted according to the preMN class we defined (Figure 2D-E). 

We found that the predominant source (~60%) of synaptic input to both leg and wing MNs is from local VNC neurons (Figure 2D-

F, Extended Data Figure 1). Leg and wing MNs integrate similar proportions of descending input from the brain (~10%), and 

intersegmental input from other VNC segments (~15%). They also both receive ~3% of their synapses from sensory neurons, similar 

to the estimate of sensory afferent input to MNs in vertebrates (Burke and Glenn, 1996). Previous work in the fly has focused on the 

contributions of descending neurons to fly motor control (Bidaye et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2020; Namiki et al., 2018; Schnell et al., 

2017). However, the composition of the leg and wing premotor connectomes reveals that local VNC preMNs play a dominant role 

in direct premotor control. 

Common preMN input groups MNs into motor modules with gradients in MN size. 

We next asked whether preMN connectivity reflects the function of the muscles innervated by each MN. We sorted the MNs 

(columns) of the two connectivity matrices according to their muscle targets (Figure 2D-E). The vertical stripes in both the leg and 

wing connectivity matrices (Figure 2D-E) indicate that preMNs tend to synapse onto MNs with similar function.  

To quantify this structure, we calculated the cosine similarity score for pairs of MNs based on their synaptic input from preMNs 

(Figure 3A). Two MNs are similar if they receive the same input weights from the same preMNs (i.e. the same relative number of 

synapses, relative to total input). Low similarity scores indicate either that two MNs share few synaptic partners or that the relative 

input weights from common preMNs are different.  

We found that leg MNs that innervate related muscles receive similar preMN input, and thus cluster together within the pairwise 

similarity matrices (Figure 3B). Within some clusters, the similarity scores were as high as 0.96. We refer to these MN clusters as 

modules, and found evidence for them in both the leg and wing motor systems. Most leg MNs (53 out of 69) belong to modules with 

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/descending.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/ascending.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/intersegmental.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/sensory.json
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MNs that target two or more muscles that control the same joint (Figure 3B). For instance, the Tibia Flex A module includes five 

MNs that target the main tibia flexor muscle, along with four of the ten MNs that innervate the separate accessory tibia flexor muscle. 

The accessory tibia flexor is an example of a muscle that is innervated by MNs from three separate modules; five other accessory 

tibia flexor MNs cluster in an additional module (Tibia Flex B), and the tenth MN forms a separate module altogether (Tibia Flex 

C). This organization is similar to that of tibia flexor MNs in locusts (Hoyle, 1955; Sasaki and Burrows, 1998). On the other hand, 

MNs that innervate muscles that control the tarsus receive little common input with each other and instead separate out into the three 

Figure 2. The majority of synaptic input to MNs is from local premotor neurons (preMNs). (A) Schematized premotor connectivity matrix. 
PreMNs are colored according to cell class. MNs are represented vertically and grouped into modules (orange and blue) based on shared preMNs. (B) 
Example descending, ascending, intersegmental, and local leg preMNs. Intersegmental leg preMNs receive input from outside of the neuromere. (C) 
Example intersegmental and local wing preMNs. Intersegmental wing preMNs receive input from leg neuromeres. (D) Premotor connectivity matrix 
for the left T1 leg. The color of each tick indicates the log10(���+1) of the number of synapses from each preMN, � (row) onto each MN, � (column). 
Note, the logarithm makes differences appear smaller than they are. MNs are ordered according to muscle target, from proximal to distal, grouped into 
modules indicated with gray vertical lines and colors (top). PreMNs are ordered: 1) by cell class; 2) by preferred motor module (see Methods); 3) by 
total synapses onto all MNs. (E) Same as E, for wing MNs. Wing MNs (N=30) are grouped by similarity of premotor inputs (see Methods). (F) 
Fraction of total synaptic input from each cell class onto leg or wing MNs. The majority of synaptic premotor input comes from interneurons intrinsic 
to the VNC (local and intersegmental). 

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_flex_A_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_flex_B_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_flex_C_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/descending.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/ascending.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/intersegmental.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local.json
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tibia flexion modules. For example, the Tibia Flex A module also includes a single tarsus MN. Premotor input to the tibia flexion 

modules would thus co-contract the tarsus and tibia muscles to synergistically actuate the pair of linked joints.  

In the wing motor system, power and steering are controlled by entirely different muscle groups. This distinction was clearly reflected 
in the premotor connectome by the separate clustering of power, tension, and steering MNs (Figure 3C). MNs that innervate the 

power muscles clustered into two modules according to the orientation of the muscles they innervate. The MNs that innervate 
dorsolongitudinal muscles (DLMs) and dorsoventromedial muscles (DVMs) receive a high degree of common input within each 

muscle group (similarity=0.94 and 0.82), as well as common input with each other (similarity=0.5), but little common input 

with tension or steering MNs (similarity=0.05).  

The twelve MNs innervating steering muscles formed four distinct clusters in the similarity matrix (Figure 3C), which we refer to 

as Steering Modules A-D. Unlike the leg, these wing steering modules contained MNs that innervate muscles with different 
attachment points (Figure 3D), although their mechanical functions may be similar. Prior analysis of wing hinge anatomy (Miyan 

and Ewing, 1985), electrophysiology (Heide, 1983) and calcium imaging from steering muscles in flying flies (Lindsay et al., 2017) 
allow us to predict specific functions for each of these modules (see Methods).  

Steering module A is made up of one tension MN (tpn) and two MNs that attach to the same sclerite (third axillary, iii). We predict 

that this module is involved with wing extension, as well as increasing wingbeat amplitude. Steering module B is made up of two 

MNs that attach to the first sclerite (i1 and i2), as well as one MN that attaches to the basalar sclerite (MN b3), and we predict that 

these muscles are used to decrease wingbeat amplitude, especially in the case of ipsilateral turns. Steering module C contains MNs 

that innervate the other two basalar muscles (b1 and b2), which are antagonistic to b3. These muscles are the most well characterized 

in prior research (Heide, 1983; Tu and Dickinson, 1996; Whitehead et al., 2022), and we predict that this module is necessary for 

pitch stabilization and the constant adjustment of wingbeat amplitude. Finally, Module D is the most perplexing, as it contains MNs 

that innervate muscles of the fourth axillary sclerite (iv1, iv2, iv3, and iv4), which are thought to be organized into two antagonistic 

groups based on their insertion pattern (Miyan and Ewing, 1985; Williams and Williams, 1943), as well as a small muscle (iii4) that 

attaches to the third axillary. However, we do not propose a function for this module due to the fact that few 
electrophysiological recordings exist from these muscles in any fly species, due to their small size. Another important caveat to 

these predictions is that prior work measured muscle activity or sclerite movement in either tethered or dead flies, which 

may be significantly different than under free-flight conditions (Fry et al., 2003; Muijres et al., 2014). Furthermore, we 

considered wing motor modules primarily in the context of flight, but flies also move their wings during grooming and 

courtship (Shiozaki et al., 2022; Zhang and Simpson, 2022), although less is known about steering muscle activity during these 

behaviors. 

In summary, we find leg and wing premotor networks have distinct modular structure. For the leg, MNs that innervate adjacent 

muscles with synergistic functions cluster together into modules that receive similar patterns of synaptic input from preMNs. In the 

wing, MNs that innervate muscles for powering the wingstroke, steering, or adjusting thorax tension cluster independently. Steering 

MNs are then further subdivided into modules that likely control specific aspects of wingstroke kinematics. Next, we consider how 

preMNs distribute their synaptic input within and across modules. 

PreMNs preferentially synapse onto specific motor modules. 

The leg and wing connectivity matrices (Figure 2D-E) show that preMNs tend to synapse onto MNs within a module and to make 

fewer synapses onto other modules. To quantify these patterns, we computed the “module preference” of each preMN, defined as 

the sum of synapses onto all MNs in a single module divided by the sum of synapses onto all MNs. We found that most preMNs, of 
all classes, make the majority of their synapses onto MNs in a single module (module preference > 0.5) (Figure 3E, Extended 

Data Figure 2). Intuitively, one might assume that high module preference for preMNs should lead to high similarity among MNs 

within the module. However, cosine similarity depends on the relative input weights from each preMN (Figure 3A), so MNs that 

receive common preMN input do not necessarily have high cosine similarity. Indeed, intersegmental and descending preMNs have 

higher median module preference than local preMNs, yet measuring MN similarity based on those connections alone resulted 
in lower within-module similarity scores (Figure 3F, Extended Data Figure 2). We observed a similar trend for tension and 

steering MNs in the wing motor system, where preMNs showed high module preference yet MN similarity was consistently 

lower than leg similarity. The mismatch between high module preference and low similarity in wing modules suggests a 

fundamental difference in how local preMNs synapse onto MNs preferred modules. Therefore, we set out to quantify the synaptic 

connectivity that gives rise to this observation in order to understand its implications for motor control. 

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_flex_A_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_tension_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_DLM_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_DVM_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steering_A.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steerB_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steerC_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steerD_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_hg2_module.json
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Figure 3. PreMNs preferentially target groups of MNs, forming motor modules. (A) Hypothetical connectivity patterns illustrate quantification of 
MN similarity. MN similarity is the dot product of the normalized (unit) column weight vectors, ���	 . If two MNs receive the same synaptic weights 
from the same preMNs (blue), relative to the total input, the pairwise similarity is 1. For MNs that receive shared input with non-proportional weights 
(orange), the unit vectors point in different directions with low pairwise similarity.  (B) Pairwise MN similarity matrix for leg MNs. MNs are ordered 
as in Figure 1, from proximal muscle targets to distal. Muscle innervation of each MN is indicated in the leftmost column (Azevedo et al., 2022). 
Motor modules, based on clustering of similarity scores (see Methods), are indicated to the right and at top. (C) Pairwise similarity of wing MNs. 
Wing MNs are ordered by motor module (see Methods). (D) Steering modules are composed of motor units that control distinct sclerites. (E) Module 
preference for local (purple), intersegmental (pink), and descending (blue) leg preMNs, the three cell classes that account for the majority of MN input. 
Module preference is defined as the (sum of the number of synapses onto each MNs in a module) / (total number of synapses onto all MNs). Dots 
represent individual local preMNs, with grayscale indicating the total number of synapses on a log scale. Left, leg preMNs. Right, wing preMNs. (F) 
Pairwise similarity of MNs within modules, when considering all preMNs (black), or just a single class.  Left: within-module leg MN similarity is 
lower when considering only intersegmental or descending preMNs (p<10-24, Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric one-way ANOVA. Conover’s post-hoc 
pairwise test with Holm correction for multiple comparisons: * - p<10-6). Right: within-module similarity of wing MNs (excluding power MNs) is 
generally lower than for leg MNs. The power modules exhibit stronger within-module similarity (Extended Data Figure 3). 
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The structure of common input to leg and wing motor modules reflects their biomechanical function. 

A previous study used electrophysiology in behaving flies to measure recruitment patterns of leg MNs (Azevedo et al., 2020). This 

analysis showed that tibia flexor MNs fire in a hierarchical order that is correlated with their size, excitability, and neuromuscular 

gain, consistent with Henneman’s size principle (Figure 4A). Our finding that leg MNs cluster into modules based on preMN input 

similarity (Figure 3B) is consistent with recruitment hierarchy models based on the size principle, which assume that MNs within a 

module share common premotor input. This assumption was based on the one-to-all connectivity of muscle spindle 1a afferents in 

the vertebrate spinal cord (Burke and Glenn, 1996; Mendell and Henneman, 1971; Scheibel and Schiebel, 1969), and supported by 

measured correlations in MN firing rates (De Luca and Erim, 1994; Hug et al., 2023). According to the size principle model, the 

gradient in MN excitability dictates the order in which MNs reach spike threshold in response to common synaptic input (Henneman 

et al., 1965).  

By comparison, the lower within-module similarity of wing steering MNs (Figure 3F) suggests that the wing motor system employs 

a distinct recruitment scheme. Compared to leg joints, which typically have only 1-2 degrees of freedom (Figure 4B), the fly wing 

hinge is an intricate structure with many degrees of freedom, although its biomechanical operation during flight is not yet fully 

understood (Deora et al., 2017). MNs within each wing steering module attach to different wing hinge sclerites, and thus exert 

different mechanical effects on the wing hinge (Figure 4C). However, each of the four sclerite groups appear to contain at least one 

tonically active muscle, which continuously tunes the motion of the wing, and one phasically active muscle, that is typically recruited 

in bursts during maneuvers (Lindsay et al., 2017). Prior electrophysiological (Balint and Dickinson, 2001; Heide and Götz, 1996; 

Tu and Dickinson, 1996) and biomechanical (Tu and Dickinson, 1994) studies suggest that the action of both the tonic and phasic 

muscle MNs are regulated by firing phase within the wingbeat cycle, and provide the flight circuitry with a means of adjusting wing 

motion with high precision despite the small number of motor units involved. If each steering muscle has unique effects on the 

wing’s trajectory, and these effects depend on the phase of firing within the wingstroke, then it could be advantageous for preMNs 

to recruit wing steering MNs in different combinations and sequences, rather than simply following a hierarchical recruitment order. 

Thus, we speculate that the connectivity within wing steering modules may be less orderly than leg modules. This would explain 

why the within-module similarity scores for wing steering modules are lower than for leg modules (Figure 3F), despite similarly 

high levels of module preference (Figure 3E). 

We first analyzed the structure of local preMN input to leg motor modules controlling the tibia. We quantified the structure of local 

preMN synaptic input onto MNs in their preferred module (module connectivity, Figure 4D). We defined the output weight, 
�� , as 

the synapse count from preMN, �, onto MN, �, divided by the sum of the synapses onto the entire motor module (Figure 4D). We 

found that each preMN provides the same output weight onto all the MNs within the extensor (Figure 4E) and flexor modules 

(Figure 4F). Specifically, the preMN output weights onto each MN are proportional to the overall synaptic input to each MN. This 

is true regardless of total preMN synapses, which can range over 100-fold (Figure 4E-F). This pattern of proportional weights is a 

key determinant of MN input similarity (Extended Data Figure 3). 

When we performed a similar analysis on wing steering modules, we found an entirely different organization. In contrast to the 

consistently proportional synaptic weights across leg modules, wing Steering Modules A and B exhibit non-proportional weights 

from local preMNs (Figure 4G-H). We propose that this organization provides an anatomical basis for recruiting MNs in different 

combinations and sequences depending on behavioral context. For example, the wing is extended to open the wings to initiate flight 

as well as to move the wing through the wingbeat cycle. These movements may recruit the same muscles but in different orders 

within each behavioral context. 

Steering Module C, which contains only two MNs, is characterized by inversely proportional weights, such that the smaller b2 MN 

receives a greater proportion of input from most common local preMNs (Figure 4I-J). A possible reason for this difference is the 

demand for temporally precise b1 MN activation during flight. Increasing the diameter of a neuron’s axon increases the conduction 

velocity of action potentials. Conduction velocity may be particularly critical for the b1 MN, as it fires an action potential on every 

wingstroke (~220 Hz) and is necessary for maintaining wingstroke amplitude (Heide, 1983; Tu and Dickinson, 1996). Further, the 

phase within the wingstroke at which the b1 MN spike arrives has been shown to regulate the stiffness of its target muscle and thus 

its effect on wing kinematics (Tu and Dickinson, 1993).   

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_tibia_extend.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_tibia_flex_A.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_steerA.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_steerB.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_steerC.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steerC_module.json
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Figure 4. Local preMN connectivity differs between leg and wing steering motor modules. (A) The size principle for hierarchical MN 
recruitment. MNs that receive common premotor input are recruited in order from smallest to largest due to a gradient in excitability. Increasing 
common drive recruits larger MNs with higher neuromuscular gain. (B) Force produced at the tip of the tibia by two motor units in the Tibia Flex A 
module (Azevedo et al., 2020). (C) Schematic of muscle attachment for the WBA Decrease steering muscles. Each muscle has a different origin and 
attachment to the wing hinge. (D) Leg modules exhibit proportional connectivity. PreMN output is defined as the sum of each preMN’s synapses 
onto MNs in the module. (E) Proportional connection weights from local preMNs onto the Slow (SETi) and Fast (FETi) tibia extensor MNs. Line 
grayscale indicates preMN output. (F) Proportional connection weights from local preMNs onto the Tibia Flex A module. The module is composed 
of four accessory tibia flexor MNs, the five main tibia flexor MNs, and the synergist tarsus MN. Tibia MNs are ordered by volume. Asterisks indicate 
MNs previously characterized using electrophysiology. The muscle fiber targets of 2* and 5* are shown in (B) (Azevedo et al., 2022, 2020). The 
fraction of preMN output onto the largest MN is significantly larger than onto smaller MNs (p<10-4,, Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric one-way 
ANOVA. Conover’s post-hoc pairwise test with Holm correction for multiple comparisons: *** - p<10-28, ** - p<10-4 , * - p=0.012). (G) Wing 
steering motor modules lack proportional connectivity. (H) Local preMN connections onto wing Steering Modules A and B. (I) Schematic of module 
connectivity for Steering Module C. PreMNs make more synapses onto the smaller b2 MN than the larger b1 MN. (J) Same as (E) for Steering 
Module C. (K) Principal Components Analysis of the connections between local preMNs and their preferred motor module. Dots and dark gray bars 
indicate the percent of the module connectivity variance that is explained by a single principal component, for each leg and wing module.  

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_tibia_extend.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_extend_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_flex_A_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_tibia_flex_A.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_steerA.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_steerB.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_steerC.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steerC_module.json
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To quantify these properties of within-module connectivity across all leg and wing modules, we performed principal component 
analysis (PCA) on the connectivity matrix of each motor module (Figure 4K). We found that the first principal component was 

sufficient to explain the majority (>80%) of the variance within most leg motor modules. The percentages of variance explained 

within modules for the wing power MNs were also high (>90%). For both leg modules and the modules of the wing power muscles, 

the only significant dimension of variation (captured by the first component alone) was simply the overall preMN output onto the 
modules (Figure 4K, Extended Data Figure 4). However, the first principal component explained a lower fraction of the variance 

for modules controlling the wing steering muscles. This incongruity suggests that the second and third components are unlikely to 

reflect noise, but rather represent distinct pathways for alternate MN recruitment orders. 

In summary, the strength of preMN input to leg motor modules is proportional to total MN input, while premotor input to wing 

motor modules associated with the steering muscles is not. This difference explains why modules controlling the wing steering 
muscles have lower within-module similarity then leg modules (Figure 3E). Uneven patterns of preMN connectivity may allow 

wing steering MNs to be recruited in different combinations, or with different relative timing. Fine-scale control of the order and 

timing of MN activation may be more important for wing steering because the muscles attach to different sclerites and thus have 

distinct biomechanical effects on the wing. In support of this interpretation, the leg modules with the least proportional module 
connectivity (Figure 4K) include leg MNs that innervate biarticular muscles, i.e. muscles and tendons that originate on one structure, 

cross two joints, and then insert on the next structure (Extended Data Figure 4). Biarticular muscles have distinct effects on leg 

dynamics compared to their monoarticular counterparts, perhaps necessitating more diverse preMN connectivity patterns (Graham 

and Scott, 2003; Lillicrap and Scott, 2013). 

We propose that the connectivity of wing preMNs provides a basis for tuning the recruitment order of MNs within a module, whereas 
the connectivity of leg preMNs provides a basis for fine-scale control of joint force production (Figure 4B). Patterns of proportional 

connectivity support the hypothesis that common premotor input underlies recruitment hierarchies within each leg module. The 

precision of proportional preMN connectivity onto leg MNs is striking, especially considering the lack of spatial topography among 

MNs within the leg neuropil of the fly VNC (Azevedo et al., 2022). During development, each preMN must somehow find its target 
module and establish the appropriate number of synapses onto each MN, according to MN size (Extended Data Figure 3) (Mendell 

and Henneman, 1971). To shed light on this question, we next analyze how the structure of synaptic connectivity within each motor 

module is related to preMN developmental origin. 

Excitatory local preMNs make more synapses onto non-preferred motor modules. 

In Drosophila, neurons that share a developmental origin possess common anatomical features (Truman et al., 2004) and release the 

same neurotransmitter (Lacin et al., 2019). About 95% of adult VNC neurons in each segment develop from sets of 30 paired and 
one unpaired neuroblast (Shepherd et al., 2019). Neuroblasts in each VNC segment repeatedly divide to form neuronal hemilineages 
(Figure 5A). Thermogenetic activation of individual VNC hemilineages can drive coordinated movements of the legs or wings 

(Harris et al., 2015), suggesting that developmentally related cells may form functional motor circuit motifs. Consistent with these 
findings, we found that some hemilineages contain preMNs that predominantly synapse on either leg or wing MNs (Figure 5B). 

However, preMNs within a hemilineage always target multiple motor modules within the leg or wing networks. Each module also 
receives synaptic input from preMNs from multiple different hemilineages. Thus, preference of preMNs for a particular module is 
not strictly linked to their developmental origin.  

The majority of Drosophila neurons release one of three primary neurotransmitters (Allen et al., 2020; Li et al., 2022): acetylcholine 

(which is typically excitatory), GABA (typically inhibitory), or glutamate (typically inhibitory). Based on morphology, we 
determined the neurotransmitter identity of ~80% of the local and intersegmental preMNs (Extended Data Figure 5). Both leg and 
wing MNs receive a remarkably consistent ratio of excitatory and inhibitory synapses (average E/I ratio of 0.99±0.72 std, Figure 

5C). This balance of excitation and inhibition appears to be tightly regulated, as it is similar across MNs that differ up to 40-fold in 

size and total synaptic input. 

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Trochanter_extend_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Substrate_grip_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/13A.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/11B.json
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Figure 5. Hemilineage identification reveals that all MNs receive balanced excitatory/inhibitory synapses. (A) PreMNs within a hemilineage 
are anatomically diverse. Example shows individual preMNs from hemilineage 13A (GABAergic), colored according to their preferred leg motor 
module. (B) Left: proportion of the total synapses from all local and intersegmental preMNs in each hemilineage onto leg MNs vs. wing MNs. Right: 
total synapses onto MNs in each leg or wing module. (C) Proportion of synaptic input to MNs from cholinergic (green), glutamatergic (yellow), 
GABAergic (pink), and unidentified (light gray), hemilineages. Only local and intersegmental preMNs are included in this analysis (see Methods). 
(D) Cholinergic preMNs target leg modules other than their preferred modules, but avoid synapsing onto antagonist modules. (E) Module preference
score for local leg preMNs, classified by hemilineage neurotransmitter. Dot grayscale indicates total synapses onto all MNs, same scale as (F).
(p=0.0013,, Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric one-way ANOVA. Conover’s post-hoc pairwise test with Holm correction for multiple comparisons: * -
p=0.002). (F) Relative fraction of output synapses from cholinergic preMNs onto antagonist modules other than the preferred module. The 
"synergist module" is the module with the largest fraction of total preMN synapses, after the preferred module (y-axis). The x-axis is the fraction of 
total preMN synapses onto the antagonist of the synergist module. Dot grayscale indicates total synapses onto all MNs.

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/13A.json
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Finally, we examined whether the connectivity patterns of local leg preMNs depend on neurotransmitter identity (Figure 5D). As 

we saw above (Figure 4), all local leg preMNs, including both inhibitory and excitatory neurons, tend to make proportional weights 

onto their preferred module. However, the module preference is lower for excitatory preMNs than for inhibitory preMNs (Figure 

5E), indicating that excitatory preMNs tend to make fewer synapses within a module and more synapses onto other modules. Local 

preMNs rarely synapse onto the antagonist of their preferred module (Figure 5D). For example, the leg connectivity matrix (Figure 

2D) shows that local preMNs that prefer the Tibia Flex A module generally do not synapse on MNs within the Tibia Extend module. 

This means that excitatory leg preMNs tend to synapse onto modules that control other joints. Furthermore, when an excitatory 

preMN synapses on multiple modules, it also avoids synapsing onto the antagonist of the second module (Figure 5F). For instance, 

if an excitatory preMN preferentially synapses on MNs in the Tibia Flex A module, and also synapses onto trochanter flexor MNs 

(synergist), then it does not synapse onto trochanter extensor MNs (antagonist of the synergist). Thus, while all leg preMNs have 

stereotyped synaptic weights within their preferred leg modules (Figure 4DE-F), excitatory preMNs are distinguished by their 

precise patterns of cross-module connectivity (Figure 5E-F). 

Discussion 

We took advantage of the tractable scale of the Drosophila nervous system to comprehensively reconstruct the synaptic organization 

of premotor circuits controlling the movement of the legs and wings. Because comparison is essential for identifying principles of 

neural circuit organization, we chose to analyze these two unique premotor networks side by side. Our analysis revealed striking 

similarities and fundamental differences between the two motor systems. We propose that the similarities represent general solutions 

to the challenge of limb motor control. The differences likely reflect contrasting demands for smoothly controlling torque at leg 

joints vs. altering the wingstroke trajectory through transient forces acting on different parts of the wing hinge. As the first analysis 

of a premotor connectome in a limbed animal, our results provide a conceptual foundation and clear hypotheses that motivate 

reconstruction of premotor networks in other animals with diverse modes of locomotion. 

Similarities between wing and leg premotor networks 

A typical Drosophila MN receives thousands of synapses from hundreds of presynaptic preMNs (Figure 3D-E, Extended Data 

Figure 1). This proportion is on par with the scale of synaptic integration in pyramidal cells of the rodent cortex (Schneider-Mizell 

et al., 2023), but ten times fewer synapses than cat MNs (16,000 - 140,000; (Kernell and Zwaagstra, 1989; Örnung et al., 1998; 

Ulfhake and Cullheim, 1988). Both leg and wing MNs in the fly receive the majority (>70%) of their synaptic input from preMNs 

intrinsic to the VNC. A small fraction of the synaptic input to MNs (<10%) is from 481 descending neurons (out of ~500 total 

bilateral pairs, (Namiki et al., 2018)). The massive input from local and intersegmental VNC neurons is likely responsible for low-

level sensorimotor control, including the implementation of task-related descending commands (Atwood and Wiersma, 1967; 

Todorov et al., 2005). 

Comparing the sources of presynaptic input revealed clusters of MNs that share common connectivity patterns, forming motor 

modules. For both leg and wing motor modules, preMNs tend to provide common input to MNs within the same module (Figure 3). 

We also found that input from local and intersegmental interneurons is made up of a balanced ratio (~1:1) of excitatory to inhibitory 

synapses, which is consistent across leg and wing MNs, regardless of module connectivity (Figure 5). This is a slightly higher ratio 

than for cat MNs, where inhibitory synapses outnumber excitatory synapses by ~3:2 (Örnung et al., 1998).  

The balance of excitatory and inhibitory input to each module is provided by preMNs from diverse developmental origins. Regardless 

of their developmental identity, most preMNs preferentially synapse within one specific motor module (Figure 3). A similar 

organization has been described for the motor networks that control crawling in the Drosophila larvae (Mark et al., 2021). A potential 

mechanism for preMN target precision is the stereotyped dendritic morphology of MNs with the same muscle targets, which allows 

sequentially born preMNs to find postsynaptic MNs with similar morphology (Azevedo et al., 2022; Baek and Mann, 2009; Brierley 

et al., 2012; Enriquez et al., 2015; Guan et al., 2022). In larval zebrafish, MN birth order also determines which motor pool a preMN 

targets (McLean and Fetcho, 2009). In the mammalian spinal cord, preMNs preferentially connect to either flexor or extensor pools 

(Kiehn, 2016), but flexion and extension preMNs are spatially intermingled (Ronzano et al., 2022). In the fly, the dendrites of MNs 

in different motor modules are also highly intermingled within the neuropil (Azevedo et al., 2022; Balaskas et al., 2019). This lack 

of spatial topography means that it would not have been possible to understand the structure of premotor networks without the use 

of connectomics to comprehensively map patterns of premotor synaptic connectivity. This is likely to be true in the spinal cord as 

well. 

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Trochanter_flex_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Trochanter_extend_module.json
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Differences between wing and leg premotor networks 

Unlike other flying animals, like birds, bats, and pterosaurs, insect wings evolved de novo, without repurposing a set of legs used for 

walking (Dudley, 2002; Kukalova-Peck, 1978). The fly therefore provides a unique opportunity to compare how neural circuits 

support or reflect distinct biomechanical needs within a single animal. We used what was previously known about Drosophila 

biomechanics to guide our exploration of the connectome underlying distinct movements. The Drosophila wing has separate muscle 

groups for powering the wingstroke and for steering (Dickinson and Tu, 1997; Williams and Williams, 1943). Consistent with this 

anatomical and physiological separation, our analysis of the premotor connectome revealed discrete motor modules for powering 

the flight motor and adjusting the wingstroke. The structure of the modules controlling the power muscles resemble those of the leg 

motor system; the number of input synapses scales proportionally with MN size. The modules controlling the wing steering muscles, 

however, feature non-proportional patterns of connectivity of preMNs onto MNs. Each module of the wing steering system contains 

muscles with distinct mechanical functions, some of which were not previously predicted to receive common input. How each muscle 

within a module alters the wing hinge to modify the wingstroke is unclear, as are the developmental mechanisms that give rise to 

such complex synaptic patterns. Diverse patterns of within-module connectivity may support a wide space of possible MN and 

muscle activity patterns that are needed to fine-tune wingstroke amplitude and timing. 

For well-studied leg modules that flex and extend the tibia (Figure 4D-F), the wiring of the leg premotor input supports the prediction 

from the size principle that common excitatory input hierarchically recruits MNs to fire in a particular order (Azevedo et al., 2020; 

Burrows, 1996; Newland and Kondoh, 1997; Sasaki and Burrows, 1998). However, the size principle model does not specify the 

scale or structure of common input (De Luca and Erim, 1994). We discovered that common input to each motor module is in fact 

composed of many preMNs (~60), both excitatory and inhibitory (Figure 5). Each preMN connects to its preferred module in a 

consistent manner, regardless of which other modules it contacts or how many total synapses it makes onto MNs (Figure 4). Namely, 

the proportion of synapses a preMN makes onto an MN within its preferred module scales linearly with the size of the target MN. 

This synaptic weight gradient highlights the need for a reciprocal gradient in excitability to ensure that leg MNs are recruited in the 

correct order. Patterns of voltage- and ligand-gated ion channel expression likely complement the electrotonic properties of MN 

morphology to create non-linear excitable membranes that enforce the rank order of recruitment (Binder et al., 2020, 1983). Overall, 

the structure of synaptic connectivity within leg modules means that individual preMNs excite or inhibit all the MNs within its target 

leg module, and that activity of MNs within a module are collectively modulated by changes in preMN firing rate. 

Subverting the recruitment hierarchy 

Although MNs within a pool typically fire in an orderly sequence, occasional violations of the recruitment hierarchy have been 

observed in many species, particularly during rapid, oscillating movements (Azevedo et al., 2020; Desmedt and Godaux, 1981; 

Menelaou et al., 2022; Smith et al., 1980). Our finding that MNs receive an equal number of excitatory and inhibitory synapses, as 

originally speculated by Henneman and colleagues (Henneman et al., 1965), suggests a mechanism for inversions of the recruitment 

hierarchy. MNs with large dendritic fields and high conductances have faster time constants to better follow rapidly oscillating 

excitatory and inhibitory input, whereas smaller neurons may be both more sensitive to inhibition and slower to depolarize (Rall, 

1959). Thus, smaller MNs at the bottom of the hierarchy may be differentially impacted by common inhibitory input to a motor 

module. 

Recent work in primates also showed that stimulating neighboring cortical sites recruits different MNs within a motor pool, 

suggesting that descending input may flexibly subvert size-principle recruitment to accomplish different motor tasks (Marshall et 

al., 2022). Here, we found that intersegmental and descending neurons are more likely to selectively synapse onto subsets of MNs 

within modules than local neurons, which tend to contact all MNs within a module (Figure 3E-F, Extended Data Figure 2). These 

long-range pathways may serve to control ballistic leg movements that require subversion of the MN recruitment order, such as 

during escape behaviors  (Azevedo et al., 2022; Kennedy and Broadie, 2018; von Reyn et al., 2014). Thus, we propose that the leg 

premotor network balances two seemingly opposed demands, reducing the dimensionality of local control within motor modules 

while maintaining the capacity to flexibly recruit MNs within a module to achieve specific motor tasks (Hug et al., 2023). 

Past literature proposed a functional stratification of the wing steering MNs (Lindsay et al., 2017), in which some muscles are 

specialized for a constant and precise tuning of the wingstroke, while others are typically quiescent except when recruited to execute 

rapid maneuvers. In support of this scheme, we observed that descending neurons more often synapse onto MNs that are active 

during turning (Extended Data Figure 1). Unlike in the leg premotor network, local wing preMNs lack proportional connectivity, 

even to MNs within the same modules. We propose that this diverse range of common input patterns to wing MNs may have evolved 

to facilitate rapid and flexible control of the wing hinge. As connectomics is expanded to more and larger animals, it will be 

fascinating to compare how premotor networks have specialized to control diverse forms of locomotion (Barsotti et al., 2021).  

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_DLM.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_DVM.json
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Methods 

Reconstruction of premotor neurons (preMN) anatomy and connectivity 

The automated segmentation of the Female Adult Nerve Cord electron microscopy dataset (FANC; (Phelps et al., 2021)), as well as 

the identification and reconstruction of leg and wing motor neurons (MNs), was described in a companion paper (Azevedo et al., 

2022). To manually correct the automated segmentation of premotor neurons (preMNs), we used Google’s collaborative 

Neuroglancer interface (Maitin-Shepard et al., 2021). We identified all objects in the automated segmentation that were predicted to 

synapse onto MNs. As a metric of both the quality of the segmentation and the speed of manual proofreading, initially 20% of the 

pre-synapses were associated with objects that had a soma. We proofread segments until >90% of all input to MNs was associated 

with either a cell body, or an identified descending or sensory process. The remaining inputs were categorized as fragment segments 
(Extended Data Figure 1). We deemed a neuron as “proofread” once its cell body was attached, its full backbone reconstructed, 

and as many branches as could be confidently attached. 

Motor neuron volume and surface area were calculated using the statistics of the level 2 cache, which is the graph of “level 2 chunks” 

in the hierarchy of the PyChunkedGraph data structure (Dorkenwald et al., 2022; Schneider-Mizell et al., 2023). The computed level 

2 cache maintains a representative central point in space, the volume, and the surface area for each level 2 chunk and these statistics 

are updated when new chunks are created due to proofreading edits. 

Definition of cell classes 

We classified all premotor neurons (preMNs) into five groups. Descending neurons had a process in the neck connective and no cell 

body in the VNC. Ascending neurons had a process in the neck connective and a cell body in the VNC. Sensory neurons had 

processes entering the VNC from peripheral nerves and no cell body in the VNC. The rest of the neurons were fully contained within 

the VNC. Leg preMNs were classified as local if all of their input synapses were within a bounding box containing the left T1 

neuromere, and as intersegmental if they had input synapses outside the bounding box. Wing preMNs were classified as 

intersegmental if they had input synapses in any of the six leg neuropils or the abdominal neuropil (e.g. wing preMNs were considered 

local if they received input from the contralateral wing neuromere, haltere neuromeres, or neck neuromere). We did not split the 

wing neuropil into right and left sides because some wing MNs cross the midline. All preMNs were manually checked to make sure 

they were in the correct categories.  

Definition of leg motor modules 

We defined leg motor modules by combining knowledge of muscle targets with the cosine similarity metric. Cosine similarity was 

calculated using the cosine similarity method from the scikit-learn python package (Figure 3).  

For simplicity, we label each module according to the phase of the step cycle–swing (orange) or stance (blue)–during which the 
module is most likely active (Figure 1C, Figure 2C, Figure 3B). The trochanter-femur joint is thought to be fused in flies, so we 

color the femur reductor module red to indicate its unknown function. Yellow indicates the module that controls the long tendon, or 
retractor unguis, that inserts on the claw at the tip of the tarsus to grip the substrate.  

Our labeling scheme only considers module function during walking and should not be considered universal across behavioral 

contexts. When the fly is standing upright, for example, supporting the weight of the body requires contracting the trochanter extensor 

to supplement passive forces, assuming that passive forces in the leg are not sufficient (Hooper et al., 2009). During the stance phase 

of walking, flexion of the coxa-trochanter joint pulls the fly forward. Thus, during the stance phase, it is possible that both extensor 

and flexor muscle are contracting to balance the dual requirements of maintaining posture and moving forward. As a further example, 

the coxa swing module is composed of muscles that originate in the thorax and likely pull the coxa forward in slightly different 
directions, e.g. adduction vs. abduction. Consistent with this, the cosine similarity of all seven MNs (Figure 3B) appears to group 

into smaller clusters of anatomically related MNs with higher similarity. For simplicity, we include all seven MNs as one module, 

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Femur_reductor_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Substrate_grip_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Trochanter_extend_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Trochanter_flex_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Coxa_swing_module.json
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but there are probably important differences related to adducting vs abducting the leg during the swing phase that allow the fly to 

turn during walking.  Further work will be required to test the role of particular modules in posture and movement. 

Definition of wing motor modules 

MN similarity was calculated and clustered using the cosine similarity and agglomerative clustering methods from the scikit-learn 

python package. 

The MNs that innervate power muscles were straightforward to define: the five MNs to dorsal longitudinal muscles (DLMs) clustered 

together and the seven MNs to dorsal ventral muscles (DVMs) clustered together. The “tension” cluster contains five of the six MNs 

to tension muscles, as the tpn MN, which innervates both tergopleural muscle fibers, had higher similarity with the steering MN iii1 

than the other tension MNs. 

Steering module A (tpn, iii1, iii3; cosine similarity = 0.34) was characterized as wing extension/increasing wingbeat amplitude based 

on correlations between iii1 muscle activity and wing kinematics (Melis and Dickinson, personal communication). 

Steering module B (i1, i2, b3; cosine similarity mean = 0.4) was characterized as decreasing wingbeat amplitude because i1 fires 

during ipsilateral turns (Heide, 1975). Flies turn by decreasing the amplitude of the wingstroke on the inside of the turn (ipsilateral) 

while increasing the amplitude of the wingstroke on the outside of the turn. 

Steering module C (b1, b2; cosine similarity = 0.7) was characterized as pitch control and wingstroke amplitude maintenance based 

on optogenetic manipulations in freely flying flies (Whitehead et al., 2022). 

Steering module D (iv1, iv3, iv4, iii4; cosine similarity = 0.62) was not assigned a functional role. 

Preference score 

To compute the preference score for a preMN (Figure 3E), we summed the number of synapses onto each MN within a module 

and divided by the total synapses onto all MNs. For example, a preMN that makes 100 synapses onto wing MNs, 80 of which are 
onto different DLM MNs, would have a preference strength of 0.8.  

In the wing, the DVM power module had the lowest percentage of input from module-preferring local preMNs (Extended Data 

Figure 2). This result is also reflected in the similarity matrices showing common input to DLMs and DVMs. DLMs have more 
input synapses than DVMs (Extended Data Figure 1), so common input to DLMs and DVMs tends to favor the DLM 

module overall. 

Bootstrap analysis of proportional module connectivity 

To test the importance of proportional connectivity in causing high MN similarity, we performed bootstrap shuffling of 

the connectivity, and compared the resulting MN similarity (Extended Data Figure 4). Specifically, for a set of MNs, � , in a 

particular module, and the preMNs, � , that prefer that module, we randomly permuted the synapse counts � � �  with respect 

to � , the MN identity. We then computed the pairwise MN cosine similarity and calculated the mean. The synapse counts 

were shuffled N=10,000 times and the distribution of the mean pairwise similarity was compared to the mean pairwise 

similarity for the real, unshuffled synapse counts. This test specifically asks, how often do we observe such high MN similarity, if 

the synapse counts are shuffled to break the tendency of preMN, �, to make proportionally more synapses onto the largest MNs?  

We limited our analysis to comparing the largest neurons with the highest similarity. For example, we examined only the five main 

tibia flexors in the Tibia flex A pool, and excluded the accessory tibia flexors. If we instead included all MNs and shuffled the 

synapse counts across the entire module, accessory tibia flexor MNs would receive input from preMNs that do not ordinarily 

connect to those MNs, and tibia flexor MNs that ordinarily receive input from that preMN, now would not. This decreases the mean 

cosine similarity more than including only on the five main tibia flexors (not shown). Instead, we test the narrow proposition that, 

for MNs which all receive substantial and precise input from a set a preMNs, when that input is shuffled, the MNs become 

less similar. 

PCA analysis of module connectivity 

We define module connectivity as the matrix of synapse counts onto all of the MNs in a module, from the preMNs that 

preferentially target that module. We performed PCA on the module connectivity for each module using the scikit-learn PCA 

routines in python. The number of PCs for each module is the same as the number of MNs in the module. The first PC is the output 

weights onto MNs in the module that captures the most variance. By definition, the remaining PCs must be orthonormal and 

together capture the remaining variability in the module connectivity.  

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_DLM_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_DVM_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_tension_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steering_A.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steerB_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steerC_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_steerD_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/local_DVM.json
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Identification of premotor hemilineages 

Groups of VNC preMNs were first identified by the entry of their primary neurite into the neuropil. Primary neurite groups that 

bundled together were then identified as known hemilineages based on light microscopy images of sparse GAL4 lines, cell body 

position along the dorsal-ventral axis (Lacin et al., 2019; Meissner et al., 2020), and personal communication (Jim Truman, David 
Shepherd, Haluk Lacin, Elizabeth Marin). Not all of the clues are available for all of the neurite bundles. Of the 1184 local and 
intersegmental preMNs for the left wing MNs, 1103 were matched to a hemilineage (Extended Data Figure 5), which accounted 

for 94% of the VNC input to wing MNs. See Supplemental Table 3 for links to view entire premotor populations of each 
hemilineage in Neuroglancer, an online tool for viewing connectomics datasets.

Of the 563 local leg preMNs, 533 were confidently assigned to a hemilineage, and 87 of the 279 intersegmental leg preMNs were 

assigned to a hemilineage, which accounted for 85% of the VNC input to the leg MNs.  

The remaining 30 local preMNs have primary neurites that accompany MN bundles. Sixteen are bundled with the trochanter 
extensor neuron that has a dorsal soma (Extended Data Figure 4B), fourteen have anterior somas and are bundled with other MNs. 

Baek and Mann reported a clonal lineage, Lin E, that derived from a MN lineage and produced approximately 20 local neurons 

(Baek and Mann, 2009). We thus hypothesize that the untyped preMNs with anterior somas are likely Lin E and glutamatergic. We 

assigned glutamate to the preMNs with dorsal somas as well, since they also bundle with an MN. Our assignments will have to be 

confirmed experimentally, but we attempted to test the validity of our assignment through an analysis of the connectivity of local 

preMNs onto one another. We observed that cholinergic local preMNs did not contact other cholinergic preMNs that preferred the 

antagonist pool. If we assigned acetylcholine instead of glutamate to the untyped preMNs, we began to observe connections from 

cholinergic preMNs onto antagonist cholinergic preMNs. Feedforward antagonist inhibition is more physiologically 

plausible than feedforward antagonist excitation, giving us confidence that these untyped preMNs are likely glutamatergic.  

Analysis of synergistic preMN connectivity 

To analyze the tendency of preMNs from cholinergic hemilineages to contact non-preferred modules (Figure 5F), we calculated the 

number of synapses onto each module, divided by the sum of all synapses onto MNs. The module with the highest preference was 
the preferred module, as above, and the module with the second highest fraction we called the synergist module. Many of the 
preMNs contacted a single module (module preference=100%). For preMNs that contacted more than one module, 92% made most 
of those across-module connections onto either the tibia extend and flex modules, or the trochanter extend and flex modules. 
Thus, for simplicity when comparing the fraction of synapses onto synergist modules, we only compared connections onto the 
trochanter and tibia modules. For example, if the femur reductor module received the highest fraction of synapses after the preferred 
module, we ignored those connections and moved on to the highest fraction for either the trochanter or tibia modules. 

Software and data availability 

Data presented in the paper was analyzed from the CAVE materialization v604, timestamp 1684915801.222989. Annotated 
connectivity matrices (Figure 2) will be available as python Pandas data frames (https://pandas.pydata.org/) at the git-hub 

repository for this paper, https://github.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023. Also available at the repository are scripts to 

recreate the analyses and figures in the paper, as well as scripts to recreate the connectivity matrices, for users authorized to 

interact with the CAVEclient. Links to public preMN and MN segmentations are available throughout the text, as well as in a 

document at the git-hub repository. All analysis was performed in Python 3.9 using custom code, making extensive 

use of CAVEclient (https://github.com/seung-lab/CAVEclient) and CloudVolume to interact with data infrastructure, and libraries 

Matplotlib, Numpy, Pandas, Scikit-learn, Scipy, stats-models and VTK for general computation, machine learning and data 

visualization. Additional code is available at https://github.com/htem/FANC_auto_recon, providing additional tutorials, code 

and documentation for interacting with FANC. 
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Extended Data Figure 1. Detailed properties of individual leg and wing MNs. (A) MN volume vs. surface area for leg MNs (left) 
and wing MNs (right). Wing MNs tend to have thicker neurites, explaining the steeper relationship. The thick b1 wing steering MN 
is the outlier. (B) Cell volume of each MN controlling the left front leg. MNs are grouped by motor modules (colors and 
vertical gray lines). See Supplemental Table 1 for links to view MNs grouped by modules. (C) Cell volume of each MN 
controlling the wing, including thoracic muscles that power the wingstroke. MNs are grouped by motor module. (D) Number of 
input synapses on each leg MN. MNs are ordered as in C. (E) Number of input synapses on each wing MN. MNs are ordered as in 
C. (F) Fraction of synapses on each leg MN broken down by cell class. (G) Fraction of synapses on each wing MN broken down
by cell class. (H) Number of preMNs presynaptic to each leg MN. (I) Number of preMNs presynaptic to each wing MN. (J)
Fraction of proofread presynaptic partners to each leg MN broken down by cell class. Fragments are not included. (K) Fraction of
proofread presynaptic partners to each wing MN broken down by cell class.
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Extended Data Figure 2. Local premotor neurons target motor modules. (A) Module preference for individual preMNs targeting 
leg MNs, separated by cell class of preMNs. Module preference is defined as the (sum of the number of synapses onto each MNs in 
a module) / (total number of synapses onto all MNs). Dots represent individual local preMNs, with grayscale indicating the total 
number of synapses on a log scale. (B) Fraction of MN input synapses (each bar) from local preMNs that prefer that MN’s module 
(gray), vs. or prefers a different module (white). This fraction is below 50% for the coxa swing module (left-most module), reflecting 
the subdivision of this module into submodules (Methods). Other MNs below 50% include the tibia flex B and C module MNs, and 
the two tarsus neurons that did not show synergistic MN similarity to tibia flexion modules. (C) Cosine similarity matrices for leg 
MNs, calculated on synapses from preMNs of each cell class. Axes are symmetrical, modules are ordered from proximal to distal 
along the leg, as in Figure 3. We observed higher cross-module similarity, ~0.3-0.5, when considering only descending preMNs. 
MNs in different modules rarely receive input from the same DNs, but when they do, e.g. the DN shown in Figure 2B, those few 
connections lead to a relatively high cosine similarity. (D) Pairwise similarity of MNs within modules, when considering all preMNs 
(black), or just a single class, as illustrated by the similarity matrices in C. (E) Module preference for individual preMNs targeting 
wing MNs, as shown in A for leg MNs. (F) Fraction of input synapses on wing MNs from local preMNs that preferentially target 
each MN’s module (gray) vs a different module (white). (G) Similarity matrices for indirect (power) wing MNs constrained to 
preMNs of each cell class. Indirect muscles are divided into two antagonistic modules: dorsal longitudinal muscles (DLMs, dark 
green) and dorso-ventral muscles (DVMs, light green). They share common input from all cell classes except sensory axons, from 
which they receive few synapses. (H) Pairwise similarity of indirect MNs within modules, constrained to premotor input from distinct 
cell classes. (I) Similarity matrices for tension and direct (steering) MNs. (J) Pairwise similarity of indirect MNs within modules, 
constrained to premotor input from distinct cell classes. Colors are indicated in D. 

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Coxa_swing_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_flex_B_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Tibia_flex_C_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Substrate_grip_module.json
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Extended Data Figure 3. Proportional connectivity: example preMNs, their synapses onto motor modules, and the 
importance of proportional connectivity to MN similarity. (A) The location of synapses (spheres) from example preMNs that 
preferentially synapse onto the SETi (light orange) and FETi (dark orange) MNs in the Tibia Extend module. Each preMN has a 
different morphology and makes more synapses onto FETi than onto SETi. (B) Example preMNs that preferentially synapse onto 
the five tibia flexor MNs in the Tibia Flex A module (different shades of blue spheres). (C) A single example preMN from B, 
showing the locations of synapses onto four of the five tibia flexor MNs in the module. The preMN makes more synapses onto the 
largest neurons, with extra synapses distributed throughout the processes. See Supplemental Table 2 for links to view 
entire premotor populations that prefer particular modules in Neuroglancer, an online tool for viewing connectomics datasets.
(D) Bootstrap shuffling of module connectivity (see Methods for details). We consider only the largest neurons with the highest 
similarity (green squares), where high MN similarity reflects preMNs that synapse onto each MN in the module, as in A-C. (E) 
Left, the unshuffled synapse counts from all local preMNs onto the Tibia Flex A MNs; middle, the same matrix with example 
shuffled synapse counts from the module-targeting preMNs; right, the resulting MN similarity matrices, highlighting the pairwise 
similarities in the upper triangle. (F) The cumulative probability density function (cdf) of the mean pairwise MN similarity for 
N=10,000 shuffling repeats, compared to the actual mean. The actual mean is larger than 99.7% of the shuffled instances. (G) The 
bootstrap p-value for the regions of high MN similarity. The two regions with high p-values (Coxa Swing module) are pairs of 
neurons with small differences in their total synaptic input, such that shuffling the proportional synapses does not degrade a 
substantial gradient like the gradient that exists for the FETi and SETi in A.
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Extended Data Figure 4. Leg modules that include biarticular muscles have more variable module connectivity. (A) The first 
principal component of the module connectivity for the Trochanter Extend module explains less of the variance than for most other 
leg modules. If the module is separated according to muscle target, the first PC explains more of the variance in the submodule 
connectivity. (B) MNs targeting each muscle. (C) The Trochanter Extend module contains the biarticular tergotrochanter muscle, 
which originates at the dorsal thoracic cuticle (Azevedo et al. 2022), crosses the body-coxa joint and extends the trochanter, and the 
biarticular sternotrochanter muscle, which originates on the ventral thoracic cuticle, crosses the body-coxa joint and extends the 
trochanter. (D) If the MNs innervating the biarticular long tendon muscle (LTM) are separated by anatomy, the first PC explains 
more of the submodule connectivity. (E) Four groups of ltm neurons. The DIP-ɑ LTM MNs are small, lack a medial projection, 
express DIP-ɑ, and one targets the femur LTM while the other targets the tibia (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2019). The specific 
muscle targets of two other smaller LTM MNs are unknown. (F) The LTM is composed of two muscles, one in the femur and one 
in the tibia, that both insert on the long tendon that crosses multiple articulations to insert on the claw at the tip of the tarsus (Radnikow 
and Bässler, 1991). 

https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Trochanter_extend_module.json
https://neuromancer-seung-import.appspot.com/?json_url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tuthill-lab/Lesser_Azevedo_2023/main/jsons/mn_Substrate_grip_module.json
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Extended Data Figure 5. Example neurons from each premotor hemilineage. Example preMNs from each premotor 
hemilineage. See Supplemental Table 3 for links to view entire premotor populations of each hemilineage in Neuroglancer, an 
online tool for viewing connectomics datasets. 
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